Abstract. The ball end mill, as an important tool to process the complex three-dimensional curved surface, is helpful to achieve high efficiency and high precision machining when was used with nc machine tool, which is highly demanded in the manufacturing factory. This paper further analyze the processing theory and method of the ball end mill, and establishes a grinding simulation system of the rake face on the Solid Works platform based on Visual Basic as the secondary development tool; Verifies the validity of the theory though analyzing the simulation results and provides a basis for optimizing the grinding parameters in the practical processing process.
Introduction
The development of numerical control machine tool and mold industry raises a higher requirement for the performance and reliability of the ball end mill. Cutter grinding is critical in the manufacturing process of the ball end mill, whose spiral groove was formed by high-rate grinding of the grinding wheel, but that was processed by multi-axis linkage grinding machine with more adjust parameters, more complex operation and higher cost in our country [1] . Therefore, it's significant for the manufacturer and users of the ball end mill to further optimize the grinding parameters in the manufacture process through the analysis of the mathematical model of the ball end mill.
Grinding Movement of the Rake Face of the Ball Blade
To implement the cutter grinding of the ball end mill, grinding wheel and the ball end mill have to realize translational movement toward three directions, X, Y, Z, and rotate around the axis of the
respectively indicate the coordinate system of the ball end mill, machine tool and grinding wheel. BBe, as the bottom curve of the rake face of the ball end mill, is always tangent with PoPPe, the large-end circumference of the grinding wheel in the manufacturing process, forming the spiral groove of the rake face [3] [4] . In the grinding process of the rake face, the large-end circumference of the grinding wheel is tangent with point B on the bottom curve first, then Pe, the lowest point on the grinding wheel is tangent with Be, the end of the bottom curve. In order to avoid the interference and over-tangency between the grinding wheel and the spiral groove of the ball end mill, installation Angle Σ 1 should be 2 ° larger than the spiral Angle, and taking spiral Angle as β, so Σβ+ 1 = 2 °. The circumference surface of the grinding wheel rotates around the horizontal axis of large circle Σ 2 angles is beneficial to make this grinding method more general and common in usage [5] .
The equation of the tangent point P between PoPPe, the main aspect circumference and BBe, the bottom curve of the ball end mill is:
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When θ takes a fixed value, it always corresponded with a set of ω and ν in the equation set Eq.1. According to a series of calculated tangent point P, the tangent point was converted at the bottom (sin sin ) ( ) sin sin ( ) sin cos sin cos
Grinding Movement of Rake face of the Circumference Blade
The forming of the rake face of the circumference Blade is same with the forming principle of the spiral groove on the drill [6] , and the relative movement relationship and position relationship between the grinding wheel and the ball end mill in processing are shown in Fig. 2 . In this type: RX is the radius of any point on the rake face of circumference blade, so its calculation formula is:
, µ is the included angle between the generatrix and axis of the grinding wheel, which is the half taper of the grinding wheel of the circular cone [7] .
Establishment of Simulation Machining System Based on the Solidworks Platform
For the purpose of verifying the correctness of the mathematical model and processing movement, a lot of different sizes of the ball end mill blank, and different types and sizes of grinding wheel are needed for trial cutting, and for the convenient measurement of the related parameters and avoiding the waste of materials, a set of grinding simulation and machining system of the rake face was founded on the SolidWorks platform with Visual Basic language as the secondary development tools [8] [9] . First of all, begin with parametric design for the ball end mill and grinding wheel, that means opening the macro recording to create physical model in SolidWorks with the parameter size marked by variables, so macro recording gets entity established code base, then parameterized modeling of the ball end mill blank and grinding wheel could be realized in the way of controlling the variables on the bases of the objects and methods of macro file organized reasonably, modified a little and variables used to replace the specific parameters [10] in its own application. After that, the rake face was formed by means of Boolean difference calculation between the entities to make the grinding wheel to realize the simulated grinding process for the milling blank after using the milling blank entity generated by parametric modeling and the grinding wheel entity, the simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 . the grinding simulation processing results of the rake face
Conclusion
Machining simulation system can simulate the grinding process of the rake face of the ball end mill better, and the motion relationship proposed in the early stage can continuous grind the rake face of the ball blade and circumference blade, which verifies the validity of the mathematical model; the rake face of the ball blade continuous transit with that of circumference blade, and the blade curve of the ball is s-shaped; the distribution of the rake face of ball blade in distributed in a reasonable way with a maximum as 32°.
